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Abstract

From a large number of College4"tudents, two groups of while f dnle
4 .

. .

volunteers were,eelected on the basiaof their reported height and

_weight: an overweight group, (N = 28 consisting of persOns at-least

+11% over 'vetage weight, and a t.ii*Mal weight grdup. (N = 25) consist-

.

,-

ing of$,15'ersons within 5% of average,weight: -Heart rate was monitored

foi a'6-minute baseline period and a 1-minute period during which

each pe;son was approathed by a normal weight (4%.of average weight)
,

female confederate to a-distance of 12 inch'es.(30.48 cm), 24 inches
.

. (60.69 cm), or 39 Inches (99.06 in).' All participants completed a

Comfortable Interpersorik Distance goale (CID) . Analyses of variance

of heart rate for 'the 10-Second interval during baseline and, the six
. ,

10- second intervals of the approach-distance man pulation were done.
- .

While groups Ai.s:P not differ'in terms of baseline heart` rate, the
f I

heart rates 'of the overweight and normal weight groups differed

r
during the third, fourth, and sixth intervals of the approaCh-distance

manipulation. It was7fo that overweight and normal weight females

approached to the closes distance differed in tern.of heart rate

with overweight perso showing a_significant increase during-Interval

J.(F Cr717). = 7.76,,42'< .05); Interva14(F (1, 47) =..7424, 2 4 .05);

,Ignd Interval 6 (F (1, 47) = 9.02, 2 < :01) 1
,

No 'significant CID

. k

differendes were fotind.



Personal space can be described as_the'emotionally.charged zone

4tround each'person which helps to regulate spacing (Sommer, 1969):

PeOple use past experiences in order to build cognitive models and

expectatiofis-about'fUturg experiences. These past experiences and

expeciat,,ions result in the development Of patterns of personal.

spacihg which one pepon ii4Lizes when interacting with another
0

(Altman, 1975). Personal, space exists only wheri' another person it

present, and it reflecte the affective relaflonship, between the two

persons (Ashcraft .&Scheflen, 1976). When p al space needs are

infrInged upon, stress is typically reported.'
s .

,

Some relationships between personal space and demographic, '

psychological,,and environmental characteristics,have been estab-
_

lished. It has_been generally,lound that greater personal space'is

-maintained inactual interactions and hypothetical interactions by

v .

normals with stigmatized persone(Cormdr & Piliavin, 1972; Fleck, 1966,

.tt-t

1968; Kleck, Hastorf, 1966; Wolfgang &Wolfgang; 1971;

;
Worthington, 1974).. Goffman -(1963a, 1963b)tdescribed a stigmatiied

I 4.

TersOn as one who has-akpersoal attribute o aracteristic which

, is discrediting in the eyes of others; and suggested that these

individuals are adeptat managing their, deviance by bping sensitive

- to their effect on nOrmals. It would seem that if one is identified"

as deviant, he or' he may become moresensitivt to cues in the environ-

ment and react more strongly to affective,stimuli.
4

. , -1?.../''. ,

That overweight persons in our Society.are stigmatized is.sup-

ported bytifejact that negative attitudes and descriptions are

commonly attributed to"ehem (Lerner, 1933; Saffiere, 1967; 1972;

V
4 .1
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Wolfgang & Wolfgang, 19711... Schachtecc (1971) and other investigators

in,terested in obesity (Rodin,. 19,74; Pliner, 1973a, 1973b;

,. .

Sloch817er, 1974; Younger S,Pliner, 1976) have also propesed 'that

these persons are more sensitive to cdesin the environment:.

A numbe. of researchers have used measures of physical arousal

and subjective rtports df physiCal arousal in personarspace manipu- ,

lations with inclividnals who are stigMatizedin'some way; typically

increased disComfort or stAsignd behavioral indications of arousal\

have been 'found. Aile.researchilaSbeen done on the space ,needs

of normals interacting with obese\persons,'little has been reOrted

on the.space needs of obese or overweight persons. What is typical

spacing.for normal weight individuals may not be typical gpacing

for overweight persons; andloverAght persons might .be more.sensi-.

-tive to manipulations of personal space than normal. weight persons.

*.4
In the g esent study, the..hearlrates of overweight and normal,

weight females,were monitored during an approach td.1.2 inches, 24

inches, or 39 inches by a normal weight female confederate. Imme-

diately following an interaction with the confederate ofapproxi,

mately 2-minutes duration, the participant compeleed.the Comfortable

Interpersonal Distance SCale (CID) developed by Duke and t'orwicki
. ' ti

a

(1972). /

., . nt"

The hypotheses,tested were: (1) heart rate increases are

grei

,

ater for overweiht_than normal weight females at the elosest

.
-0 ,... ( w

distance; (2) personal sPace nods as measured by the CID are
(,

r.

greater for overweight females than nOrmal weight females.

A

N

,. ,



between the age of 19 gnd 23. . Subjects,werb chosen based on their
- o

',
;

..t-ij
0 ',

, '
-1,,i.j., .14.!...-

'"'

7-',.;

'
.Method

1,,,....-
, ... -..,.*-

.f, ;?

Subjects'

-1, ,

/ .The 'subjects were 53 mhite female. volunteer college student's.

_
..' CI ,

0 ''''

. e

1..- ,

reported weight'and.height, and classified as either oVerweightox

'normal weight. The overweight groupconeieted Of 284ersons wA6N7
-

0J

4 .

were at least +11% overweight; the normal y:/eight,group consisted

/
of 25..persons who were,within-5% of normal weight as defined by

.. "
.

J.
.

I

.
..

.

Bray (1975),

A paid female'con ederate'approached all participants and
,yp

dellvered a monologue to.each person at one of three distances.

The confederate was n year's oflage and of Nt6rmal weight (+4%).

She was not informed of.$he hypotheses concerning weightand was
.%

trained to betconsistent in her behavior and manner ofpresenta-'..
V

tion regardless of qillosenese of approach.

Materials and Apparatus.

Ebartrate,was measured by a pulse transducer and ailarvard.
-

4.

.Bioprh. The Comfortable Interpersonal D stance Scke-.(C1D), a

paper and pencil insk umen4/consisting of eight 80mm radiating.

lirfe was used to assess personal distance needs, immediately fol-
. 4.

lowing the.interaction with the confedetate.,

TiOceducy,

As csaNth participant arrived for her schedi led.appqntment,

she was told'that the study was designed to gatfier phydiolq0ical

and related information on college females. .,:Aftex a,written

1



Mow

.informed consent the.researeer escorted the partici-.

'pant to the experimental room; seated her, and explained the 'proced-,
.4

urge for recordigg..Akart rate. A 6=- minute he rate recording

period ,followed.. Baseline heart rate was defined as beats per

.minutepting a 10-second interval approximately-4- minutes, after

the recordig began.

At the end of the 6-minute period,'the confederate enierethe
\

groom (see'Figure 1) and began to speak -asks e approached and seated

herself facing the 1:4rticipant at one of the threedistances, .(12;

24 or .39 inches),.which were unobtrusively Marked on the tile

,

floor; These distances are the medians of far intimate, close r
/

1

and far personal distances. described by Hall .066), and

have been used by a. number of researchers,(Xleck, Buck, Collier;, (I

London, Pfeiffer, & Vukcevic, 1968; Leibman, 19704 Storms & Thomas

77). These distances will bereferred to as close approA,
11 I

approach, and fdr approach'. The approach-distance was randbmly
4

selected for each person', with constraintof equal numbers in.

all approach - distance conditirs" When the mojologue consist

at
.of descri dons of field versus laboratory. research was completed,

the sibject the instructions to remove the

CID from the drawer and complete it; the participant was then left
,.,

alone. When shd' had brought the completed CID to the researcher, .-

the confederate ha

weight, height, and degree of acquaintance With the confederate

was recorded.,

a

d

4
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Results

. Actual weight as measured at theltime of the experitental

session was significantly different frOm reported weight for the

overweight but not for ehe normal weight females (t (51) = 3.38,

4 .001) . Mean reported weights and actual weight are in

Table 1.

The heart rates of the p4ticipants were examined during

seven 10-second intervals. The\Baseline Interval was the heart

e\
rate during the 10-second interval b g ning at 4-minutes, 20-

seconds of the pre - manipulation petlod. The remaining six inter-
-_ .o

Vals reflect heart rate duringeach 0second interval of the

one-minute approach-distance manipulat on,and are identified as

0
Interval 1 - Interval 6. Figure 2 press 'Its a summary of mean

heart rates during the Baseline Intervalnd Intervals 1 - r6.

. No significant differences in the fleart.rates of normal weight

femaleg (79.92 bpm) and overweight femdles (80.36 bpm) were found

during Baseline.' Aseries of analyses of variance on the six

10-second interval, heart rates of the participants during the

approactiss-distance condition with weight and'approach-distance

as factors were conducted. The interaction of weight x distance

on heart rate'of the two groups web significant for Interval 3 (y

1

(2,'47) = 3.55, 2 < .05); Interval 4 (F (2, 47) = 4.09, T. < MI0;

and Interval 6 (E (2, 47) .( .05). For Intervals. 3, 4,

and 6, the heart rates-of overweight persons, who wore approached to

the close distance were higher compared to normal weight person

(Interval 3 (F (1, 47) = 7.76, 2. < .05); Interval 4 (F (1, 47) =7.24,

4
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Table 1

Reported Weight an1d Actual Weight of Participants

/ .

Overwei it Females Norma Weight Females

)
28 N 25.

Mean Reported Weight 142.89 lbs. (64.81 kg) 121.12 lbs. (54.94 kg)

Mean Actual Weight 155.61 lbs. (70.58 kg) 121.44 lbs. (55?08 kg)

Percentage Who
.

OverCstimated 7% 36%.

Percentage Who

Underestimated 93% 367:

,r

Perentage Who -44

Estimatad_Accurately 07.. 8Z
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2 4 .05) ; Interval 6 (F (1, 47) 9.02, Tw (.01)) . Figur! 3

dttcriben the gssoup =van heart rate for these interval!. at

the approach-distance conditionn:

Score of the two group', normal'and overweight, on the

CID were examined by t tent - 10.&) mm, R0 *.11.07mm).
n

No nignificant differeneet4 in rrportd per ?nil dltance teeth

were found (t (30) .47. p .05). A group weight) x dintanc7v

aoalysin of variance on CID r;corez; wAn not significant (F (1, 47)

1.40, p_ .05) .

Discussion

In the dire sent study, significant differenees were found between

overweight and norm.0 weight ietnale in reported and'actual weight.

Overweight partieipintq ropvted ,lignIfftant ,Oir,for ntimAttona of their

actual weight. Although Wing, Epntein, orliv,%And LaForte (1979)

reported a high tsorrelation (.9A) between reported and a,.-.tual weights

they fluggented that overweight pormonl t-,0114 to unkorer:tiplate their

weight. Vonothlv, the ovorwelRht peraonn In the preaenta atudy were

Iron t rttthittl than they would have been it 4:41ced, individually or if

they had been told that actual. meaeutemente would he taf.(en It

roanonable to oaanme that the 01)041 ttfpma or beftm overt4efg,ht de-

le rd the ovo weight peroona from hoMnt truthful. It th4V 4140 ha

poaafble that overweIKht per!-Ione avoId getting on tho' Fwale, and

therefore do -not know th;cir ot!tual vo4tht.

r,!t4M014t10t1 Of th0 01044 he41 t. 1'4(0 'hit ttItt Paeoffoo and Intetvid

=

1 - 6 euggeata dIffetAntea In the effect of approach-dIatance on heart

f

14
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Figure 3. Mean heart rate of normal weight and overweight fe males

during Intervals 3, 4, and .6 of close approach, near

approach, and far approach-distance ,condition§.
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rate.of the two groups. As seen:in Fignre'2, overweight perSons!

\

during the first two 10- second intervals,. Overweight persons'

mean

)

....

below thdt of'noimal Weight persons'

heart "rate continued\to accelerate throughout the remaining
.'.

five intervals. Normal weight personsr.mean heart rate showed the

.

lollowing pattern; a drop. during Interval 1, a rise during Interyal
.

2, a drop during Interval 3, a rise during Interval 4, and finally,

a drop during Intervals'5 and 6. The 'picture was one of alternating

deceleration and acceleration for normal *eight persons while Over-

weight persons! heart rate accelerated folloWing an.initial drop..

One-possible explanation-is that the overweight persons were attending

A
.to the confederate-who was a:salient stimulus.. Orienting to an impor-

tant external stimulus is-typically accompanied by aodeceleratiou.in-
,.;

heart rate; acceleratioi in heart Ste'accurs,when Attention is focusedn
inwardly (e. when the person is'muscularly tense, stressed, or in

an aversiveiitnation) (Straufe & Waters, 19,77). The salience of the

external Stimulus of .tire overweightlemales may have been the perceiVed
. .

\.,

normal weigh. of:theconfederate which was in direct contrast to their,

S
ome

. .

. . .,

own weight. SPie researchers (Rodin .& Slochower, 1974) have reported
)

\
t

that oyerweigiit and normal weight femaleS wete more compliant and

exhiliite4,Mbremoaeling behavior4ith a confederate whose weight was

notices .more or less than their awn. Rodin and S,16chowe5 also rep

that overweight.females attribute the behavior of the other person

dyad their_heir wn verWeght
. 1

i status: In the current study, distance was

a significant fact6r only during the close approach,not during the other.
/

/

'it
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4

-' ?les extreme approach - distances of near: and hr. It has been four's'

. ,

.

(deck et al., 1966) that, intrusion (close apptOach) is stressful
.

. .
.

. .

and accompanied by increased physiological arousal. Since At has

also. been found that overweight persons are not approached as

closely?as notmalweight-persons (Lerner, 1973; Wolfgang & Wolfgang,

1971), the dose approach mightiwell be more stressful to the over-

weight females thah to the normal weight females.

If overweight persons are not generally approached as closely

as normals, then they might be expected.to reportdifferent_personal

distance/need as measured by, the Comfortable Interpersonal Distance

Scale (CID). The analysis. of the CID responses in the. present study

indicated that. overweight females do not differ from normal weight

females 'in personal distance needs. Since the task on the CID iorto

indicate an ariproach-distance where one feels uncomfortable, one

conclusion possible is that although overweight females are generally,

maintaird.at greater distance than normals, it, is because normals

deed to maintain the greater distance from overweight persons, rather

than vice-versa. Even though responses on.the CID do not differ for,

the two groups, analyses of the heait tate data suggests that overweight

females Compared to normal weight femalesare accustomed to interactions

at greater distance; therfore, a close approach may be more arousing

to them.

In summary, a significant, difference was found between overweight

and normal weight females wile-4 reported, weight was compared to actual

weight with overweight, females significantly underestimating their
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*eight. Analyses of hearnr5te during intervals of theconfederate's

presence reflected significant differences between the two weight

groups. Overweight persons' heart rates were greater than normal

weight persOns' heart rates during Intervals 30 and 6(. Over-

weight persons' heart rates were greatesi'at the close approach-

distance, compared to other distancesThere were no vignificant

differences, between the two groups sin personal di4tance needs as

measured by

ti
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